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INTRODUCTION 
The title of this note refers to [2]. In [2] the authors take any 
commutative ring R and any finitely generated free R-module F and 
explicitly construct a K-filtration of the tensor product of two co-Schur (or 
“Weyl”) functors K, F and K,F (cf. [ 1 ] for the original definitions of 
co-Schur and skew co-Schur functors). By a K-filtration, we mean a 
universal (= valid over every commutative ring R), GL(F)-filtration whose 
associated graded object is a sum of co-Schur functors. 
It is the purpose of this paper to prove that the approach of [2], with 
few modifications, also allows the explicit construction of a K-filtration for 
the skew co-Schur functor K,,,F (K, F@ K,F is a special case of skew 
co-Schur functor). 
After this note has been submitted, it was pointed out to me that in [S], 
with different methods, a K-filtration for K,,,F (in particular: for 
K,F@ KBF) has already been given, as well as an L-filtration for its dual, 
the skew Schur functor. By an L-filtration, we mean a universal, GL(F)- 
filtration whose associated graded object is a sum of Schur functors (the 
Schur functor is the dual of K,F). 
Also after this paper had been submitted, [7] was published (a work in 
the line of [6,5]). Now, when writing the present note, I knew a priori 
that a K-filtration for K,,,F should exist (by duality) only from the explicit 
construction of an L-filtration for the skew Schur functor given in [4] (a 
followup of [3]). But it is shown in [7] that the existence of such an 
L-filtration can be proven without any explicit construction, just by 
realizing that the skew Schur functor, over algebraically closed fields, is an 
instance of a far more general class of modules for algebraic groups, a class 
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endowed with “good filtrations.” There is then a way of deriving universal 
results for the skew Schur functor from those valid over algebraically 
closed fields. (One should observe that this derivation of universal results 
from properties known over algebraically closed fields casts new light on 
some studies about filtrations of modules for algebraic groups, that were 
already done some time ago, such as for instance [ 11 I.) 
Finally, one shall remark that H. J. Ko’s thesis (Brandeis University, 
1987) was believed to contain a universal filtration of the skew Schur 
complex (whence, in particular, a K-filtration for K,;,(F). But there are 
some errors. 
Definitions, notations, and basic facts, unless otherwise indicated, are 
taken from [2] (which in turn relies on [lo]) and are briefly recalled for 
the convenience of the reader, mostly in Section 1. Section 2 contains the 
construction of the K-filtration for the skew co-Schur functor. 
1. THE SKEW CO-SCHUR FUNCTOR WEYL (J./p) 
Throughout this paper, R is any commutative ring, and 2 = (A,, . . . . 2,) 
and p = (cl,, . . . . p,.) are any two shapes such that p 6 1. (so it makes sense 
to consider the skew shape %/p). 
Let A = A + w A ~ be a finite signed set, with A ~ = { l’, . . . . pi }, and P be _ _ 
another finite signed set, linearly ordered, with P= Pp = { 1, 2, . . . . A,} and 
T<2< ..’ <A,. 
The extended signed set A,= AT w A; is defined as follows: A; = A- 
and A: = (ordered pairs a”‘, with QE A+ and i a positive integer}. The 
free monoid generated by Ad is called the divided powers monoid and is 
denoted by Div(A). If Man(A) stands for the free monoid generated by A, 
one has a monoid homomorphism disp: Div( A) + Mon( A) (called 
“display”) by disp(a) = a if a E A- and disp(u”‘) = ui if u E A +. A word 
x,x2 . . xk E Div(A), where xi E A,, is called normal if there are no two 
indices i and j, i # j, such that x, = uCPo and xj = u(fi’ for some a E A +. 
The superalgebra S(A) is defined as the quotient algebra of the semi- 
group algebra generated over R by Div(A), modulo the ideal generated by 
uu- (- l)l”ll“‘vu for u and u in Div(A) 
U2 for a in A 
&)&) - ($‘+A foruinA+. 
Here JuI denotes the number of elements of A- occurring in disp(u). We 
call decomposable every element of S(A) which is the canonical image of 
an element of Div(A). 
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S(A)@, S(A) is given the structure of an R-algebra by means of 
(uOu)(w@z)= (- l)‘“““‘(UW@UZ), U, u, w and z in Div(A). 
Then S(A) has the structure of an R-coalgebra by the coproduct 
A: S(A) -+ S(A) 0 S(A) such that 
U’“‘EAdf F-G a’“‘@ 1 +&~‘)@a+ ... + 1 @a’“’ 
d(uu) = (Au)(h) for u and u in S(A). 
S(A) is in fact a Hopf algebra, isomorphic to AGOR DF, where F and 
G are the free R-modules generated by A + and A ~, respectively. 
Let now S(P) denote the R-algebra obtained by replacing A by P in the 
construction above. (If H is the free R-module generated by P = P- , clearly 
S(P) z AH.) Also let ,!,,(A, P) be the letterplace algebra associated to A 
and P, that is, the quotient of the free noncommutative R-algebra, with 
unity, generated by the pairs (a, p), UE A and pi P, modulo the ideal 
generated by 
(a, PNQ’, P’) + (a’, P’)(Q, PI for a and a’ in A +, p and p’ in P 
(4 P)* foruinA+,pinP 
(4 PNQ’, P’) - (a’, P’NQ, P) for a in A - , a’ in A, p and p’ in P. 
(We denote the canonical image of (a, p) by (a 1 p).) 
It turns out that if F, G, and H are as above, L,(A, P) is isomorphic, 
as an R-algebra, to A(FOR H)@, Sym(G@, H) (so that it is a 
GL(F) 0 GL(G)-representation), and that there exists a GL( F) x GL( G)- 
equivariant map det: S(A) OR S(P) -+ L,(A, P) defined by the following: 
(1) if u E S(A), t E S(P) are decomposable elements of different 
lengths, det(u, t) = 0 (by length we mean the length of the display of the 
given decomposable lement, 
(2) if u E S(A), t E S(P) are decomposable lements both of length g, 
det(u, t) = 1 when g = 0, otherwise 
det(u, t)= 2 c(u; u,, . . . . U,)(-lY(UI I Pl)(% PZ).“(U,l P,)? 
(Ul,....Ug) 
where t is assumed to be the word p,p2...pg, pimp, h= Iu2( + 
2lu,l+ ... +(g- l)lu,l and (u,, . . . . ug) ranges over the class 
qu; 1, . ..) 1) 
8 
of a split set S,(u) for 24. 
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A split set S,(o) for a decomposable u E S(A) (k a positive integer) is a 
finite set of k-tuples (uf, . . . . or), in Z, such that 
(a) {u: @ . . . @ $, i E I} is a linearly independent set in 
S(A)@ ‘.. @S(A) 
(b) ((dOid) ... o(d@id)od)(u) = ci,,c(u;u~,...,uk)ufO ...@uf 
-- 
for suitable integers c(u; u,!, . . . . u:). 
The class S(u; h, , . . . . hk) of a split set Sk(u) is the subset of S,(u) consisting 
of the elements (u:, . . . . uf) such that every u; has length h,. 
We denote det(u, t) by (u] t). 
Given a shape CJ = (a,, . . . . rrn), a Young tableau of shape 0 over A, is a 
finite sequence Y= (ui) of words in Div(A) such that the sequence 
disp( Y) = (disp(ui)) is a Young tableau of shape CJ over A. If moreover 
Y’ = (t;) is a Young tableau of shape cr over P = P-, one defines the deter- 
minant of the pair (Y, Y’) as (Yj Y’)=(-l)h(~,It,)...(~,It,,), where 
A= I%1 If,1 + l4(lfll + Irzl)+ ... + l%l(lt,l + ‘.’ + It,-,I). 
Let Deruyts(;l) be the R-submodule (in fact a CL(F) x GL(G)-sub- 
module, free over R) of L,(A, P) spanned by all determinants (Y 1 Der(A)), 
where Y is a Young tableau of shape 1 over the extended signed set A,, 
and Der(1-) is 
i . . . 2, 
The standard basis theorem for Deruyts(l) [2, Proposition 3.11 says 
that if we choose any linear order in A, a Z-basis for Deruyts(A) is given 
by all determinants (S] Der(;l)) such that S is a normal tableau (i.e., each 
of its rows is normal) and disp(S) is standard with respect to the chosen 
order. Standardness means that each row is “negative-strict standard” (i.e., 
in each row, the negative elements are strictly increasing, the positive ones 
are nondecreasing) and each column is “positive-strict standard” (i.e., in 
each column, the positive elements are strictly increasing, the negative ones 
are nondecreasing). Moreover, given any tableau Y of shape J. over A,, 
and writing (Y( Der(1”)) as a linear combination of the elements of the 
above standard Z-basis, let us say ( Y I Der(n)) = xi z, ( Si / Der(n)), the 
integer coefficient zi is zero whenever Y < Si in the lexicographic order 
induced by the chosen linear order of A (i.e., if disp( Y) = (uk) and 
disp(Si) = (u;), then U, u2 . . u,~ is lexicographically smaller than u’, u; . . . u:). 
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For us, the skew co-Schur functor Weyl(l/p) (also denoted by 
Skew(yp)) is the R-submodule of Deruyts(;l) spanned by the determinants 
(YI Der(1)) such that the display of Y is of type 
where the blanc part (of shape L/p) is filled with elements of A + only. 
Weyl(l/p) is a GL(F)-submodule of L,(A, P) (but not a GL(G)-sub- 
module), free over R. 
More precisely, let us fix in A, once for all, a linear order < such that 
1’<2’< . ..<piandifx~A+ andyE/,thenx>y.Itturnsoutthatall 
(YI Der(A)) such that Y is normal, and disp( Y) is of type (*) and standard 
with respect to the fixed order, form a H-basis for Weyl(l/p). In particular, 
rk(Weyl(ll/p)) is independent of R. 
Weyl(i/p) is isomorphic to the skew co-Schur functor K,,,F as defined 
by Akin, Buchsbaum, and Weyman [ 11. 
We are going to prove the following result. 
THEOREM 1.1. It is possible to describe explicitly a universal 
GL( F)$ltration of Weyl( A/p)), whose associated graded object is 
0” weyl(v)Q g(;.lPc;v) 
Here v = (vi, . . . . vq) ranges over all shapes 4A such that Ck vk = 
&Aj-xipLi, and Weyl(v) (isomorphic to the co-Schur functor K,F of 
[l]) is the R-submodule of Deruyts(v) c L,(A, P) spanned by the deter- 
minants (Y 1 Der(v)), where Y is filled with elements of A + only. Of course, 
Deruyts(v) is the analog of Deruyts(1) with 
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Weyl(v) is free over R, and its rank is independent of R since it is endowed 
with a Z-basis: all (YI Der(v)) such that Y is normal and disp( Y) is 
standard with respect to the order of A fixed before. 
As for g(n/p; v), we can describe it (cf.[9, Chapter I]) as the number 
( 20) of ways in which we can fill the skew diagram of shape n/v, 
with all the elements of the set of integers 
( 1, . . . . 1 ; 2, . ..) 2 ; . . . ; r, . ..) Y}, -- 
PI II2 Lb 
so that (i) the resulting tableau T has each row nondecreasing and each 
column strictly increasing, and (ii) the word associated to T (obtained by 
listing all entries of T from right to left in each row, starting from the top 
row) is a Yamanouchi word (= lattice permutation in [9]). 
Mimicking [a], the proof of Theorem 1.1 (Section 2 below) goes as 
follows. First one defines a subset 9 of Weyl(L/p), whose cardinality 
equals rk(Weyl(d/p)). Then one realizes that the elements of 9 are linearly 
independent. It follows that over Q, P- is a basis for Weyl(j./p), and each 
(YI Der(L))E Weyl(A/p) is equal to Czt,F qZz, qZE Q. Finally one also 
realizes that (because of the straightening law) each qZ must be an integer, 
i.e., F is an R-basis for Weyl(A/p). At this point, it is easy to define a 
filtration with the required properties. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
Consider v = (v, , . . . . vy) such that vg;” and &v~=C~~--~~~~. 
A4 = (mV), 1 < i < r, 1 < j < s, a matrix of nonnegative integers, is called an 
admissible matrix for the triple (A, p, v) if c, ml, = ,LL~ for each i = 1, . . . . r and 
C, m, = Aj - vi for each j= 1, . . . . s (we set v., = 0 for all j> q). 
Given an admissible matrix A4 for (A, Jo, v) and a Young tableau Y of 
shape v over the extended set A,, in which no elements of A- occur, the 
shuffle element S( Y, M) E Deruyts(2) is defined as 
4Rl’l39!2-I3 
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S(Y,W= 1 . . . c fI c(ti; ti, . . . . t&) 
(ill>. ..{I,) (f ,,,_.., ?,$) i=l 
X 1: -l-Y 
?,I t2, . . frl 





where (tj,, . . . . tjs) ranges over the class S(ti; mjl, . . . . m,,) of a split set S,(t,) 
for the decomposable element t,e S(A) given by the word 1’2’ ...p:. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. S( Y, M) is an element of Weyl(l/p). 
Proof. Compare [2, Theorem 3.33 (which is stated and proved for 
every %/p and not just in case p, = p2 = . . . = p,.). 
Let A4 be an admissible matrix for the triple of shapes (A, ,u, v); for each 
j = 1) 2, . . . . s, fill the jth row of the skew diagram of shape A/v with the word 
of integers, 
2...2 . . . r...r; 
% 
if the resulting tableau, T(M), satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) introduced in 
Section 1 for describing g(%/p; v), then M is called a Yamanouchi matrix. 
Given a Yamanouchi matrix M and a Young tableau Y of shape v over 
the extended set A,, in which no elements of A - occur, the shuffle element 
S( Y, M) is called a Yamanouchi shuffle. In particular, a Yamanouchi shuf- 
fle S( Y, M) is said to be standard if Y is a normal tableau and disp( Y) is 
standard with respect to the order for A + fixed in Section 1. 
We denote by 5J- the set of all standard Yamanouchi shuffles. Clearly, 
the cardinality of 9 is C g(A/p; v) rk(Weyl(v)), which is classically known 
to equal (in characteristic zero, hence in every characteristic for the ranks 
which occur are independent of R) the rank of Weyl(;l/p) (cf. [9, 
Chap. 11). 
Given a standard Yamanouchi shuffle S( Y, M), we next want to define 
a selected tableau in it. To this aim, we do the following. 
For each one of the tableaux T introduced in Section 1 in the description 
of ~(A/,u; v), let as (T) = x1 . . . x, denote the word associated to it, hence a 
Yamanouchi word (note that t = ,uI + p2 + , . 11,). The transpose word 
(as(T))” is the A--wordy, . . . y,, where (for each j = 1, 2, . . . . t) y, + I -,i = i’, 
with i = # (k 1 k > j, xk = x,>. Each i’ occurs in (as(t))” exactly fi, times. 
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LEMMA 2.2. (a) (as(T))- is a Yumanouchi word. 
(b) 4 T) H (4 T)) - is one-to-one. 
Proof Compare [ 1, Sect. IV.1 ] 
Remark 2.3. Our “transpose word” (us(T))- differs from the “dual 
word” (us(T))* of [2]. In particular, us(T) H (us(T))* is not in general 
one-to-one (but it is so when pi = pz = . = pc,, which is the case in [2, 
Proposition 4.31). 
Given a standard Yamanouchi shulfle S( Y, M), its selected tableau is the 
Young tableau SEL( Y, M) of shape 1. over the extended signed set A, such 
that its v-subtableau is Y and its associated A --word is the transpose word 
of the tableau T(M). 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S( Y, M) and S( Y’, M’) be stundurd Yumunouchi shuf- 
fles with M # M’. Then SEL( Y, M) # SEL( Y’, M’). 
Proof Immediate from Lemma 2.2(b). 
Remark 2.5. Consideration of our “selected tableaux” instead of the 
“leading tableaux” of [2] is a consequence of the use of transpose words 
instead of dual words. Another such consequence is the use of the order z 
in what follows, instead of the transpose order 6* (cf. [2, Sect. 41). 
LEMMA 2.6. The display of the selected tableau of a standard 
Yumanouchi shuffle is a standard tableau with respect to a different linear 
order of A, namely the order 2 defined us follows: tf x, y E A +, and x 6 y 
in the fixed order of Section 1, then x s y; as regards A-, 
1’ 5 2’ 7 ... 7 p’,; tfx~A+ and yEA-, then x 2 y. 
Proof Compare [ 1, Lemma IV.2.31. 
LEMMA 2.7. Given a standard Yamunouchi shuffle S( Y, M), 
S(Y,M)= f(SEL(Y, M)IDer(l))+xcj(YiIDer(A)), 
where the tableaux Y, are normal and such that their displays are standard 
with respect to 2, the coefficients c, are integers, and for each i, 
Y, < SEL( Y, M) in the lexicographic order induced by z. 
Proof: Keeping in mind Lemma 2.6, mimic [2, Proposition 4.61. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. The elements of B are linearly independent over 
every R. 
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Proof: The statement easily follows from Lemma 2.7 and the standard 
basis theorem for Deruyts(A) relative to the order 2. 
COROLLARY 2.9. 9 is a basis for Weyl()Jp) over every R. 
Prooj When R = Q, since the cardinality of 9 equals the dimension of 
the vector space Weyl(A/p)), it follows from Proposition 2.8 that 9 is a 
basis. Suppose that (YlDer(A))E Weyl(/Z/p) is equal to CZGF q,z, qZEQ; 
Lemma 2.7 and the standard basis theorem for Deruyts(ll) (relative to 2 ) 
imply that each qZ must be an integer. Thus 9 is a basis for Weyl(ll/p) 
over Z, and in fact over every R. 
We are now in a position to define a filtration of Weyl(l/p). Order the 
shapes v such that g(A/p; v) # 0 as follows: 
v < v’ if and only if v is lexicographically larger than v’. 
Let F, (resp. P,) be the R-submodule of Weyl(A/p) spanned by all standard 
Yamanouchi shuffles S( Y, M) such that M is admissible for the triple of 
shapes (i, ,u, v’), with v’ 6 v (resp. v’ < v). The facts that each F, is a GL(F)- 
module and that 
F, /& d GL(F) Weyl( v) @ g(ilflc;v) 
(the copies of Weyl(v) parametrized by the Yamanouchi matrices 
admissible for (A, p, v)) are immediate corollaries of the following proposi- 
tion. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Let M be a Yamanouchi matrix, admissible for the 
triple of shapes (2, p, v), and let Y be a Young tableau of shape v over the 
extended signed set A,, in which no element of A - occurs. For the shuffle 
element S( Y, M), 
S( K M) = C cjS( Yi, M) + 1 djS( Yj, Ml), 
I i 
where S( Yi, M) and S( Y,, Mj) are standard Yamanouchi shuffles, and the 
matrices M, are Yamanouchi matrices adm’issible for (2, p, v,), with v, < v. 
Moreover, the coefficients ci are precisely those occurring in the expansion 
(Y(Der(v))=xci(YiIDer(v)) 
of the determinant ( Y I Der(v)) in terms of the standard basis of Weyl(v). 
Proof: Compare [2, Proposition 4.81. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is now complete. 
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